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The premise

Blockbuster Factory is the new show from Cat and Mouse immersive theatre company.  

At great expense, we have flown the Great American Movie Director Martin Beilsperg 

to the UK, and teamed him up with legendary playwright Charles Bexley Heath. 

Together they are, as Martin says “Makin Movies Here!”.  With a little help from Phil the 

boom guy they are out on the street where they recruit stars and crew for their latest 

Blockbuster. Phil, unfortunately, has forgotten all the props, but did manage to bring 

a whole box of bananas; all kinds of movies from horror to comedy to war to thrillers 

are played out with every prop, camera and sound equipment replaced by Bananas! 

“We’re makin’ movies here people” 



OUT LINE

-3 man street show

-Minimal props

-Accessible to all ages and abilities

-Interactive

-Very Adaptable

-Simple…

“Quiet on set” 



Details

Blockbuster Factory is a show that everyone wants to be involved in. 

Blockbuster Factory is a three person street theatre show that can be performed anywhere.  

One larger than life American Director, one very English Writer and an eager Sound Guy.  

They set up spontaneous movie scenes that are acted out with the audience.  Martin 

Beilsperg engages the audience as they walk by with lines such as “Yep, its me Martin 

Beilsperg, everyone knows me. Lets makes a Big Movie People”, then with the help of the 

writer Charles Bexley Heath they create scenes for the gathered audience to act in. Everyone 

is encouraged to take on a role being either actors, extras or crew holding  banana cameras 

and banana lights. The Boom guy Phil helps set the scene with his Z1 Banana Boom and 

hands out the banana props then mics people up with bananas.  The devised scenes are 

parodies of the Hollywood blockbusters that everyone knows so well and as the action 

develops the spectacle draws in a crowd who are drawn in to participate  in the drama! There 

are many comedy retakes, before each film climaxes in an over dramatic fashion.

“Camera rolling” 



Flexibility

It is highly portable; on the street, at Festivals, for Parties, Kids events and the like. 

We can also tailor the show to fit virtually any theme, kid-friendly or adult naughty, 

Christmas or Halloween, 1920s theme or tropical Island.   

You name it we will create the movies to fit your theme.  Such as: 

The  Werewolves and The Sheep

Love on the doorstep

Operation Surgery

Supermarket Story III 

Bomber Chums II - Its time to bomb

Kidz do Businezz IV  

Edward Bananahands 

The Elves on Strike Christmas Special  

Tropical Island, The Attack Of The Chimps 

Ricky III

“ACTION!” 



Accessibility 

We feel strongly about equality and diversity. The show is 

accessible to all ages and abilities. We strive to be inclusive to 

all.  Be it kids, OAPs or people with disabilities.

The show is very visually striking and active, so it can be easily 

understandable and enjoyable even if you cannot hear or 

understand English.  

Accessibility  
“CUE camera 2” 



Meredith, usually known as Merry, set up  Cat and Mouse Theatre with Joe Muclrone making immersive events.   Their 

biggest projects, in collaboration with 'Chronyko' is directing & producing the Enigma events, these three day long 

immersive experiences are  set in a Hotel & Castle in Wales.  Prior to the Enigma events Merry produced  'Charlie 

Brown Speakeasy', an annual 1920s immersive venue  and “Copperdollar” immersive venue, performing across the 

UK and at Glastonbury Festival for over six years.  Together, Matt Rudkin and Joe, Merry created three successful 

stage comedies: Buddhism, is it just for losers? The Room In The Elephant and Fake Hip Gnosis Independently Merry 

continues to act and direct, working in a variety of performance forms: puppetry with ‘Colossal Crumbs’, 

interactive performance with ‘You Me Bum Bum Train’ and‘Secret Cinema’,and devised theatre with ‘Gypsey 

Disco &  Foul Play’.  He performs regularly as Basil in the Faulty Towers Dining Experience, a 22 year running 

international interactive performance.  He has made over 20 film appearances, starring in the feature film ‘The 

Scandalous Four’ (2012).    Merry also set up the film company Gallivant Film, his most successful film was the 

feature documentary ‘Granny Project'  earning worldwide acclaim and shown in Cinemas from Taiwan to Canada.   

See Website for full credits Meredith Colchester. 

Meredith Colchester
“Can I get some foley please” 

Who we Are
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Dave has been an Actor, Writer and Director for over 20 years.  Dave has directed huge 200 performer interactive shows with The 

Invisible Circus, and devised and directed The First, Last and Only Heavy Metal Acid Panto for the Invisible Circus to rave reviews. He 

created M.C.Beth for his Tank Theatre Company, a hip hop take on Macbeth acted by 18 to 30 year old actors from multicultural Easton 

and St Pauls in Bristol. 

As a performer, Dave plays Simon Cockwell in the interactive Shangristars @ Glastonbury Festival, toured with The Transformers UK 2018 

Tour as their compere and Dj, acted as a Cricket Commentator and Hobby Horse Derby Commentator for Valleyfest, hosts the 6000 

people stage at Shambala festival and has performed the lead role for the last eight Cat and Mouse Theatre productions.  He also runs 

the very successful Dave Lovatts Acting Class for Adults. 

As a director and performer Martin Beilsperg is the ultimate character for Dave, combining three of his great passions, acting, directing 

and Hollywood movies. 

  

DAVE LOVATT

“i need more drama” 



JACK FREEDMAN

“CUT Cut! CUT!!” Jack Freedman has been an interactive and walk about performer 

for many years, making his debut as part of the infamous stilt 

walking troop High Rise Rubber in 2001 at the Glastonbury 

festival. Part alien, part cyborg, High Rise Rubber is an institution 

in the world of walk about stilt performance, bringing fear and joy 

in equal measure.  

Jack has also worked with several other walkabout acts including 

the amazing Joanna Peacock, Cat and Mouse theatre, and his own 

Adventures of Susan the Robot. His performance work has taken 

him to destinations as diverse as the Azores, the Fuji Rock festival 

in Japan and a shopping centre in Chelmsford. 

Jack has  been an interactive character actor in many events and 

shows including Boomtown, Shangrila and the Invisible circus 

show Carnyville. 

Jack has been a stand up comedian as well as writing sketch 

comedy for the podcast Keanu, Biscuits and Dave in which he also 

features as a show regular. 

http://highriserubber.co.uk
https://www.joannapeacock.com
https://www.catandmousetheatre.com
https://www.boomtownfair.co.uk
http://www.shangrilaglastonbury.co.uk
http://invisiblecircus.co.uk
http://keanubiscuitsanddave.co.uk
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https://www.joannapeacock.com
https://www.catandmousetheatre.com
https://www.boomtownfair.co.uk
http://www.shangrilaglastonbury.co.uk
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http://keanubiscuitsanddave.co.uk


CONTACT us
We look forward to hearing your thoughts! 

Meredith Colchester 

07 96 96 96 514 

merrycolchester@gmail.com 

Dave Lovatt 

07 846 960 773 

davelovattsactingclass@gmail.com 

“Thats a wrap people!” 
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